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most likely scenario, were Mr. Trump to win the election. Mr. Trump has brought up other poten- ... and policy
analysis. The assumption is that Mr. Trumpâ€™s policies are implemented during his first term and not
changed through the remainder of the decade, and no other signifi ANALYSIS The Macroeconomic Consequences of Mr. Trumpâ€™s
In the opinion of the scenario developers, the key drivers of the USâ€™s strategic priorities between 2017
and 2020 will be: President Trumpâ€™s personality and leadership style, his economic policy focus, his
social policy focus, his international trade policy focus, external political events and trends, domestic political
events and trends ...
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81 The Trump Scenarios signees, but this is far from sufficient, yet, to cause worry in the White House. If
impeachment is successful (or the threat of probable impeachment leads to Trumpâ€™s
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At ASPIâ€™s recent State of the Region Masterclass (PDF) I detailed some â€œalternate futuresâ€• for the
Trump administration. In truth no-one, not even Trump himself, can be sure how his presidency will evolve.
The future is unknowable, which is why using scenario tools that consider a range of ...
President Trump: four scenarios | The Strategist
Authoritarian Leader â€“ Violent protests or urban riots could destabilize society and lead President Trump to
militarize local police, crack down on the opposition, and make it easier to sue ...
Four scenarios for a Trump presidency - Brookings
However, the Trump economic plan is much more than just about taxes. As this report demonstrates, the
overall plan is fiscally conservative and approaches revenue neutrality in the baseline Tax Foundation
scenario.2 The Trump plan also grows the economy much faster than Hillary Clintonâ€™s plan to raise
taxes, increase regulation, stifle our ...
Scoring the Trump Economic Plan: Trade, Regulatory
Certainly. After all, despite having his own security and now that security being augmented by the US Secret
Service, there have to be times when Donald Trump is with family members, his spouse, his "special friends"
or simply completely alone.
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